Sense perception is how bodies can understand the world around them. Understanding is different from reactionary response to sense stimulation. Sense stimulation by itself has no understanding; being coupled to human intelligence reveals universal archetypes. Every creature has an equal amount of sense perception for their own subjective reaction to the universe. Human beings have the capability of understanding their senses to reveal universal archetypes, this understanding occurs from the observer’s point of view using the body as an instrument.

Universal Archetypes of Sense Perception begin with light and dark, forming matter. Matter in turn has qualities unique to that matter; the blending of qualities creates diversity. The body does not sense matter, it senses shape and quality. The body responds to qualities of matter and not the matter itself, qualities is an internal reaction to an outside stimulation, they are not the beginnings or ends but the way of forming a perceptual view of the universe within a limited range equal to the amount of data that can be obtained from sense perception.

These are Universal Archetypes as all beings sense perception are based in these qualities stemming from light and dark. Matter is form-shape is the identity of matter-qualities are the action of matter. Action is not from matter but from the inherent energy motion encapsulated in the human body.
What is perceived by human senses reveals fundamental qualities inherent in matter; these qualities are specific to human constitution.

Medicine contradicts or augments qualities to heal or grow.
Matter is not something that has its own intelligence or reaction; it only has a property—its identity—giving rise to natural bodily reactions forming qualities, by including objects of existence into the boundaries of sense perception can it be known, objective understanding is an illusion and is only inferred actions based on presumptions conclusions. Understanding the beginning and end of the universe via sense perception is impossible for the boundaries of perception lead to universal archetypes or fundamental qualities.

What is presented here is to be found in all that is sensed by human begins and the true functioning of the body, and the secret to true medicine.